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About This Game
English:
You have to take on the role of a travel dog. The hero loves everything brilliant: coins, crystals, gold ... And he also likes to eat
deliciously. Help him collect all the gold coins, crystals, sometimes snacking on delicious cookies! But be careful, because you
have to go through various dangers and challenges.
In Game:
- Several beautiful and thoughtful levels;
-Accommodated items: gold, coins, crystals, biscuits ...
-Different dangers and puzzles.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________
Русский:
Вам предстоит взять на себя роль собаки-путешественника. Герой любит всё блестящее: монеты, кристаллы, золото... А
так же он любит вкусно покушать. Помогите собрать ему все золотые монеты, кристаллы, иногда перекусывая вкусным
печеньем! Но будьте осторожны, ведь вам предстоит пройти разные опасности и испытания.
В игре:
-Несколько красивых и продуманных уровней;
-Собираемые предметы: золото, монеты, кристаллы, печенье...
-Разные опасности и головоломки.
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Title: Dogcoin
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Primitive Studio
Publisher:
Primitive Studio
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, 7
Processor: Intel Core 2 duo +
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: 1 GB
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 1 GB available space
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After playing for more than an hour I got frustrated with this game. The controls are extremely primitive and the collision with
the spikes just makes you want to smash the keyboard. Seems to be rushed by the developer. Avoid this game.. simple,
lightweight, clean by design but funny platformer game about dog who collects shiny gold coins, crystals and snacks cookies.
be aware that one mistake returns you to the start of a level, your keyboard must be very exact as your keyboard skills;
mine lagged to often :)
good for the price, i can easily recommend it, maybe still a little hardcore... but there are a lot of people who love hardcore
platformers.. How did this "game" made it to Steam?. I haven't played this game for a long amount of time however I also
haven't gotten far into this game at all (I think, since I'm only on the second level) The game is hard. The jumping is deceiving at
best, impossible to gauge at worst and while i do enjoy a challenge, this is harder than it seems like it has to be. That being said,
I do plan on playing more of this game and I would suggest it to others, good game!. Dogcoin is a bare bones, basic platformer
with a lot of spikes and coins. Enter into a world of single screen challenges where you combat the game's "jump only when
moving" controls. There is a gambit of issues with Dogcoin such as needing backgrounds, better controls, better level design and
collision.
The biggest issue with the game is when you bump your head on the ceiling you drop like a stone, so that makes a bad game
more frustrating. After five minutes on the second level I gave up. Too many perfect jumps with imperfect collision detection
on the spikes. The character can hook its elbow on a platform to stay a float.
You're given unlimited deaths to make up for the poor level design, but with each death the music restarts. The music doesn't
even loop. when its over, it stops, then starts up again!
The gimmick of this game seems to be throwing coins, which you can do with the up key. You also jump with the up key, but
only when you're moving. Each thrown coin costs a coin, but its cool since you start with 1,000 and each single screen level has
a dozen or more coins. You have no aim with the coin, when you throw them it goes in one of five random directions. When
your coins deplete to 0... you can still throw coins.
Here's the catch, why are you throwing coins when there seems to be no enemies? Sure the trailer shows enemies, but two levels
into the game there were none. Even then, the coin throw is too powerful even if you can't aim it. You have a thousand
projectiles that fire so quickly that nothing would stand a chance. Again... assuming that the level design was good enough for
me to complete the second level.
I hear you can tell a lot about a game from its title screen and or menu. This game has neither one. You're just dumped into the
game.
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